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Day 1 

5/25/2015 
 

 Ulaanbaatar 
 

Day 2 

5/26/2015 
 

 Ulaanbaatar / Hustai National Park 
Morning visit Gandan Monastery, the seat of Buddhism in Mongolia. Woven 

through Mongolia’s nomadic culture is a rich Tibetan- Buddhist tradition with 

ancient Shamanist practices still evident as well.  

 

Afternoon in Hustai National Park, scanning the steppe en route for our first 

Demoiselle Cranes, Cinereous Vultures, and Steppe Eagles. Hustai is home to 

the last remaining species of wild horse, the Takhi - also known as Przewalski’s 

Horse. In 1994, twenty-five years after they became extinct in the wild, the 

Takhi was reintroduced into the wild from zoo populations by the Foundation for 

the Preservation and Protection of the Przewalski’s Horse, a Dutch organization, 

which flew 16 horses from the Netherlands to Mongolia. Now, nearly 400 horses 

roam re-introduction sites in Mongolia, Russia, and China. After getting settled, 

we’ll make our first attempt to find some of these beautiful animals. Overnight in 

gers. 

Day 3 

5/27/2015 
 

 Hustai National Park / Ulaanbaatar 
In addition to hosting the world’s largest wild herd of Takhi, Hustai contains a 

great expanse of steppe that exists in a relatively undisturbed state and a nice 

variety of other habitats that makes for good birding. The abundance of marmots 

and smaller rodents often results in a nice variety of raptors such as Upland 

Buzzards, Saker Falcons, and two or more species of eagles. In the afternoon 

we’ll drive back to Ulaanbaatar and enjoy a dinner at a fine restaurant. 

Day 4 

5/28/2015 
 

 Ulaanbaatar / Gun Galuut Nature Reserve 
After an early breakfast we’ll head east from Ulaanbaatar city. Though only two 

and a half hours from the capital, the recently established Gun Galuut Nature 

Reserve contains an extraordinarily beautiful river valley and mountain range 

surrounded by rolling steppe. Among the special natural attractions we will hope 

to find here are a small population of the endangered Argali sheep and the 

extraordinarily graceful White-naped Crane, which is even rarer. There is also a 

chain of small lakes likely to hold an interesting variety of shorebirds and other 

waterbirds at this season. Our comfortable ger camp here overlooks the valley 

and the staff offers the usual Mongolian hospitality and hearty food. 

Day 5 

5/29/2015 
 

 Gun Galuut to Ulaanbaatar 
We will spend a full morning exploring the Gun Guluut Nature Reserve and in 

the afternoon, drive back to Ulaanbaatar. In the evening we’ll watch a 

performance featuring traditional Mongolian dancers and hoomi (throat) singers 

followed by a dinner at yet another excellent local restaurant. 

 



 

 
 

   

   
 

 
 

 

   

Day 6 

5/30/2015 
 

 To Murun and Lake Hovsgol 
Flight to Murun, and then continue overland to Lake Hovsgol. Overnight in a 

lakeside ger camp. 

Day 7 

5/31/2015 
 

 Lake Hovsgol 
Mongolia’s largest lake by water volume, and fed by over 90 rivers and streams, 

water exits the lake only through the Egiin River, which eventually flows into 

Lake Baikal in neighboring Siberia. Known as Mongolia’s “dark blue pearl,” 

Hovsgol remains untouched by industry and is surrounded by some of the most 

pristine forests, mountains, and meadows in the world. Birdlife and wildflowers 

abound, and we will have ample time to discover the lake's secrets during our 

time there. Our camp is surrounded by forest and sited between the main lake 

and a smaller pond with nesting Horned Grebes and other specialties of this 

boreal “taiga” eco-region.  

Day 8 

6/1/2015 
 

 Lake Hovsgol 
We will explore the lake shore, and on the other take an old road as high as we 

can go in the mountains and hike down amid meadows filled with wildflowers.  

Day 9 

6/2/2015 
 

 Return to Ulaanbaatar 
Spend the morning exploring the lakeshore. In the evening, we will return to 

Murun for our flight back to Ulaanbaatar. Along the way we investigate a nearby 

site of unique and still mysterious Bronze Age “deer stones.” Overnight  in 

Ulaanbaatar  

Day 10 

6/3/2015 
 

 Ulaanbaatar to Dalanzadgad: The Gobi 
Morning visit to the National History Museum for an excellent overview of 

Mongolia’s history and culture and the Fine Arts Museum. Named in honor of 

Zanabazar, the first Buddhist leader of Mongolia and renowned sculptor, artist, 

and politician from the 17th century, the museum contains one of the best 

collections of Buddhist art and artifacts in the world, including many of 

Zanabazar’s original works.  

 

In the late afternoon, we visit the Bogd Gegen Palace, home of Mongolia’s last 

theocrat, Bogd Jabtzan Damba Hutagt VIII, which displays elaborate ceremonial 

robes and other personal effects of Mongolia’s ‘8th Living Buddha.’  

 

In the evening we fly south over vast steppe to the Gobi - Mongolia’s 

southernmost province of semi-arid desert. The Gobi holds many fascinations 

including sites of some of the most important paleontological discoveries of this 

century. For the next four days we’ll explore the surprisingly varied desert 

landscape, habitat for Goitered Gazelles, several species of jerboas (similar to 

kangaroo rats), and many uncommon bird specialties such as Mongolian 

(Henderson’s) Ground Jay, Oriental Plover, and Mongolian Trumpeter Finch. 

Upon arrival we drive over land (Approximately 1 hour) to the comfortable and 

beautifully sited Three Camel Lodge. 

Day 11 

6/4/2015 
 

 To Hongoryn Els 
We explore a variety of landscapes from stony mountain gorges to rolling 

surprisingly lush-looking steppe. After getting settled in our new ger camp, we’ll 

make a late afternoon excursion to the dunes for “sundowners” and then return to 

camp for a hearty dinner. 



 

 
 

   

   
 

 
 

 

   

Day 12 

6/5/2015 
 

 Hongoryn Els and Return to Three Camel Lodge 
Hongoryn Els extend for 60 miles alongside the Gobi Altai 

Mountain range and reach 2,500 feet in height. The morning light on the sands is 

enchanting, and a river – often crowded with Pallas’s Sandgrouse and other birds 

– flows in a green swath before them.  

Day 13 

6/6/2015 
 

 Havsgait Valley / Flaming Cliffs 
Explore Havtsgait Valley, site of ancient rock drawings left by early Gobi 

settlers. Travel to legendary “Flaming Cliffs”, named for the red-orange 

sandstone, which glows brilliantly at sunrise and sunset. It was here, in 1922 that 

Dr. Roy Chapman Andrews and his exploration team discovered the first 

dinosaur eggs the world had ever seen and the fossil beds of the Gobi continue to 

produce an extraordinary variety of Cretaceous animal life including species new 

to science. Return to the lodge for dinner. 

Day 14 

6/7/2015 
 

 Yol Valley National Park / Return Ulaanbaatar 
We will depart and head for Yol Valley National Park, cradled within the 

Gurvan Saikan (Three Beauties) range of the Altai Mountains. Here we have the 

best chance to see the local herd of Argali Sheep and Siberian Ibex while they 

are still foraging in view. Another is to take advantage of some of Mongolia’s 

best birding for species such as Pere David’s Snow Finch, the exceeding local 

Koslov’s Accentor, Wallcreeper, Beautiful Rosefinch, and many others. By 

midmorning, the valley’s namesake, the Yol (or Lammergeier), usually appears 

along with its close relatives, Cinereous and Eurasian Griffon Vultures. We will 

explore a deep stream gorge where the winter’s ice remains and then drive to 

Dalanzadgad to catch our flight to Ulaanbaatar  

 

Day 15 Departure. After breakfast, transfer to the airport for flights homeward. 

6/8 /15      

 

 

 

 
 


